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Abstract: With increasing complexity in visual comput-
ing tasks, a single device may not be sufficient to ade-
quately support the user’s workflow. Here, we can employ
multi-device ecologies such as cross-device interaction,
where a workflow can be split across multiple devices,
each dedicated to a specific role. But what makes these
multi-device ecologies compelling?Basedon insights from
our research, each device or interface component must
contribute a complementary characteristic to increase the
quality of interaction and further support users in their
current activity. We establish the term complementary in-
terfaces for such meaningful combinations of devices and
modalities and provide an initial set of challenges. In ad-
dition, we demonstrate the value of complementarity with
examples from within our own research.

Keywords: complementary interfaces, ubiquitous comput-
ing, cross-device interaction, hybrid user interfaces, mul-
timodal interaction

ACM CCS: Human-centered computing → Interaction de-
sign→ Interaction design theory, concepts and paradigms

1 Introduction
Over the last years, we have incorporated an increasing
number of smart devices into our everyday lives. Many
users employ a smartphone while on the go, a desktop
computer in their offices, and, increasingly, an augmented
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(AR) or virtual reality (VR) head-mounted display (HMD)
for immersing themselves into virtualworlds. Clearly, each
device class possesses unique properties that makes it
suitable for different contexts and activities. Research has
not only studied the respective devices individually, but
also in combination. The use of homogeneous device com-
binations or modalities for interaction (e. g., tablets or
smartphones) is often referred to as cross-device interac-
tion [3]. Similarly, the simultaneous combination of het-
erogeneous devices or modalities for interaction (e. g., an
AR HMD with a linked tablet) is referred to as hybrid user
interfaces [5]. Importantly, hybrid user interfaces are char-
acterized as “complementary […] technologies […] that
take advantage of the strong points of each” [5].

Despite potential opportunities, most of our work-
flows are constrained to a single device: Instead of benefit-
ing from an entire device ecology for a given task in a spe-
cific context, we often hesitate to incorporatemore devices
into our workflow and perform entire tasks on a single de-
vice, regardless of its suitability for each subtask [16]. The
reasons for this constraint are numerous, as to achieve
an effective combination of devices for a particular task
many factors must be considered, such as the affordances
for interaction provided by each device, the continuity of
data, or user representations. Therefore, much research
has been dedicated to these multi-device ecologies. For
example, the field of cross-device interaction [3] exam-
ines different constellations of splitting a task across dif-
ferent devices. Even for the nascent field of mixed reality,
the area of hybrid user interfaces [5] argues for the use of
HMDs in combination with more traditional devices (e. g.,
smartphones). So what makes these multi-device ecolo-
giesworthwhile? Simply addingmoredevices canbe coun-
terproductive, as it might not fit to users’ workflow or cur-
rent activity [16]. Indeed, in a successfulmulti-device ecol-
ogy each device or interface component possesses comple-
mentary characteristics, filling a niche that was not suit-
ably covered before.

Consider, for example, an immersive 3D data visual-
ization in augmented reality [9] (see Figure 1): Using an AR
HMD, users can immerse themselves in the virtual world
and explore a 3D visualization through egocentric naviga-
tion. Although supportingmid-air gestures and voice com-
mands can be useful for some tasks, they can be cumber-
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some for precise interactionwith the data itself, due to lim-
itations in accuracy, physical strain, or lacking directness
andprecision. By adding a tablet for 2D interaction,we can
complement the existing device with familiar touch input,
thus allowing for more precise data manipulation conve-
niently constrained onto a physical 2D plane.

In this work, we focus on the aspect of complemen-
tarity in novel user interfaces and introduce the concept
of complementary interfaces. In the remainder of this arti-
cle, we elaborate on the concept of complementary inter-
faces, provide a set of challenges, and illustrate the oppor-
tunities of complementary interfaces with examples from
within our own research.

2 Complementary interfaces
Traditional desktop interfaces rely on complementary in-
put devices (e. g., mouse and keyboard) to perform tasks,
such as pointing and text input. In contrast, many post-
WIMP1 [23] and ubiquitous computing interfaces [24] such
as smartphones and tablets are self-contained, trading
complementary peripherals with the convenience of built-
in touch interaction and a combined input and output
space. However, as task complexity increases, single de-
vices may no longer be sufficient to adequately support
users in their workflows. For example, research has shown
that alternative input modalities can benefit our interac-
tion (e. g., by improving spatial memory [25] or decreasing
cognitive load [28]).

Recent research streams in human-computer interac-
tion, such as cross-device interaction [3], multimodal in-
teraction [22], and hybrid user interfaces [5] can be seen
as manifestations of Mark Weiser’s vision of the computer
for the 21st century: “specialized elements of hardware
and software, connected [...], will be so ubiquitous that
no one will notice their presence.” [24]. The technologi-
cal and methodological advances within the last decades
allow researchers to design and evaluate new interaction
paradigms beyond the boundaries of a single device and
modality, leading to a variety of combinations of interfaces
that can be used seamlessly in concert. However, handling
multiple devices can increase cognitive load [17],with high
transaction costs [7], and users are often not aware of the
benefits of including additional devices into their work-
flow [16].

Based on our own experiences in designing and evalu-
ating multi-device and multi-modal environments, we be-

1 post-”Windows IconsMenus Pointer”.

lieve that attributing unique roles, properties, and pur-
poses to each device and modality can lead to a worth-
while combination of interfaces that can overcome the
mentioned issues.

We call thesemeaningful combinations of devices and
modalities complementary interfaces: By distributing in-
teraction across devices and modalities, we establish a
symbiosis of interfaces, where each component purpose-
fully increases the quality of interaction and further sup-
ports users in their current activity. Hence complemen-
tary interfaces are an umbrella term that includes com-
binations of homogeneous (e. g., cross-device interaction)
and heterogeneous (e. g., hybrid user interfaces) device
classes, but also input (e. g., interaction techniques) and
outputmodalities (e. g., visually or auditory). Importantly,
complementary interfaces always feature some degree of
heterogeneity in the involved components that comple-
ment each other to support the overall system functional-
ity to solve the task at hand. These degrees of heterogene-
ity may lie in the input or output modality, location (e. g.,
screen space or input space), or dimensionality of data vi-
sualization (e. g., 2D, 3D).

Our notion of complementary interfaces has the po-
tential to serve two purposes: (1) As a design frame-
work, supporting designers in building and composing
meaningful complementary interfaces; (2) as an evalua-
tion framework, allowing researchers to study effects of
meaningful combinations of complementary interfaces.

While our formal definition of complementary inter-
faces is still in a formative stage,we are currently exploring
aspects of complementarity to better identify and quantify
their characteristics.

3 Challenges for complementary
interfaces

Based on our own experiences in developing and evalu-
ating complementary interfaces, we identified six initial
challenges (C1–C6) for complementary interfaces.

C1 – Loss of context and linking content
How can we maintain the user’s context, spatial memory,
and world awareness when switching between devices?
Here, a seamless transition between devices can be help-
ful (cf. [9]), but canbe especially hard to establishwithhet-
erogeneous devices and differing representations (e. g., 2D
and 3D visualizations [8]). We aim to explore techniques
for a lossless transfer of context across heterogeneous de-
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vices, for example by allowing users to create annotations
or place visual markers in a visualization to highlight par-
ticular data points, which then persist across different de-
vices. Can these techniques be used to establish a mental
connection between semantically identical content (e. g.,
visualization) yet visually different representations of the
content (e. g., 2D visualization on the desktop and 3D visu-
alization in an immersive environment [8])? For example,
the field of visual analytics uses techniques such as link-
ing and brushing or multiple coordinated views that pro-
vide different views on the same data – we therefore want
to investigate whether these techniques can be transferred
to amore general use case. Thismayalso facilitate commu-
nication in heterogeneous collaboration scenarios [15] by
providing shared points of reference [14], regardless of the
current visual representation or device.

One important aspect in this context may be the conti-
nuity of task-relevant data: While each device in the ecol-
ogy has a distinct complementary purpose, we can redun-
dantly provide task-relevant data on each device to help
users in keeping and re-establishing context when switch-
ing between devices.

C2 – Cost of switching
Switching our visual attention between different devices
can incur a significant overhead [18]. This effect may be
especially pronounced for mixed reality devices, as the
act of switching between, for example, a desktop screen
to a VR HMD [8] is still cumbersome, despite increased
device ergonomics. Here, we need to explore techniques
that aid or eliminate these transitions. For example, in-
stead of putting on a VR HMD to inspect data in 3D and
then taking off again to make specific data selections at a
desktop PC, amixed reality HMDmight better support this
switch by allowing a transition from VR to reality without
taking off the goggles through video-see-through technol-
ogy. However, the high expense, instrumentation effort,
and lack of comfort when wearing state-of-the-art HMDs
hinder widespread adoption and prolonged use.We there-
fore aim to investigate the trade-off between less immer-
sive yet more convenient (e. g., handheld AR) and more
immersive but less convenient (e. g., VR HMD) XR devices,
which could facilitate transitions between environments.

C3 – Attention awareness and adaptation
How can a proactive and contextual approach based on
a combination of implicit interaction [19] and explicit in-
put simplify the user interaction to enable natural interac-
tion? Devices in an environment should tune their atten-
tion to the user and adapt to the users’ needs and profi-

ciency [11]. What a user is visually focusing on (e. g., gaze
direction, location, orientation) and what skills or knowl-
edge a user has (e. g., detected through cognitive load and
arousal measures) should be used to adapt the content
and interaction mechanisms and with this, complement
explicit user input. Examples are displays that automati-
cally select the language the user is familiar with [12], a
reading interface that adapts the presentation speed to the
user’s cognitive load [13], or even mutual adaptation sce-
narios [1].However, capturing this data reliably, easily, and
cheaply still poses a significant technical challenge. Our
aim is to further investigate both low-cost hardware solu-
tions as well as interface adaptions to reliably and effec-
tively complement explicit actions based on the user’s (im-
plicit) attention.

C4 – Consistent user experience
How can we provide a consistent user experience across
heterogeneous devices while exploiting the strengths of
each device? For example, while the desktop profits from
the familiarity and precision of aWIMP interface, a VR en-
vironment is more suited for 3D user interfaces [8]. How-
ever, this can lead to inconsistent interaction, which may
result in an increased mental demand for the user. In con-
trast, reconstructing the interface for each device (e. g.,
emulating a desktop interface in VR by using 2D panels
and pointing with VR controllers) may increase overall
consistency, but can also lead to an inferior user experi-
ence. Similarly, exploring a VR scenario through a hand-
held touchscreen device will necessarily involve different
navigation and manipulation techniques compared to us-
ingan immersiveHMDsetup [15].Weaim to explore the im-
pact of interface consistency and ways to gradually adapt
it, for example by recreating a 2D desktop interface in VR
initially and then gradually morphing this to a 3D inter-
face, or enabling the user to trigger this transformation
themselves.

C5 – Continuity of user representation
Howcanwe consistently and continuously represent users
across heterogeneous devices and different realities? For
example, a desktop may present the user as a mouse cur-
sor, while a VR environment may show an avatar as user
representation [20]. Providing a continuous user represen-
tation may be essential particularly in multi-user scenar-
ios, to help collaborators understand where other users
are located, where their focus lies and what interface (i. e.,
device) they are interacting through, as this will impact
their abilities and behavior [15]. We aim to further inves-
tigate how we can support a continuous user represen-
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tation when transitioning across different devices (e. g.,
across different tablets [15]) and realities (e. g., from reality
to VR [8]) as well as their impact on user performance.

C6 – Overcoming legacy bias and finding suitable
modalities
How can we motivate users to integrate multiple interac-
tive components into their workflows? Although theremay
be clear advantages for engaging with multiple devices or
modalities (e. g., [25, 27, 28]), users will often still prefer to
work as they are accustomed to it. To overcome this legacy
bias [16], complementary interfaces must integrate well
with users’ current workflows, devices, and modalities as
they shape thewaywe interact. Here, we aim to investigate
howwe can best improve upon existing workflows by pro-
viding auxiliary complementary interfaces and carefully
guide users to benefit from each involved component [27].
As novel technologies (e. g., mixed reality HMDs) become
more commonplace, this too will help to reduce legacy
bias, as users may be more willing to employ familiar de-
vices.

4 Examples of complementary
interfaces

To further demonstrate the value of complementary inter-
faceswe take a look at examples from our work, showcas-
ing complementary interfaces that individual user can use
with heterogeneous devices synchronously (Section 4.1)
and asynchronously (Section 4.2). Additionally, we de-
scribe our work on collaborative complementary inter-
faces using homogeneous (Section 4.3) and heterogeneous
(Section 4.4) device classes. Section 4.5 shows how a
meaningful combination of implicit and explicit interac-

tion techniques can lead to proficiency-aware interaction.
Finally, Section 4.6 describes how complementarymodali-
ties canenrichand facilitate theperceptionof information.

4.1 STREAM: Synchronous use of
heterogenous devices

STREAM [9] combines an immersive AR HMD with a
spatially-aware tablet to interact with a 3D visualization
(see Figure 1). Here, the two heterogeneous device classes
excel at complementary aspects: The AR HMD excels at
viewing and interacting with the visualizations in a 3D
space, as it provides users with stereoscopic vision and
allows for egocentric movement, further reinforcing the
depth perception. On the other hand, the tablet provides
familiar touch input with haptic feedback, allowing for di-
rect interaction [2] with the 2D scatter plots. Through spa-
tial awareness (i. e., the tablet is trackedwith twoHTCVive
Trackers), STREAM also enables spatial input: For exam-
ple, users can rotate individual scatter plots in 3D space
by physically rotating the tablet. Users can use this de-
vice combination simultaneously, as the ARHMDdoes not
block the user’s hand or view; even when the tablet is
out of the user’s view, the familiar touch interaction as
well as spatial awareness are still available for the user
through the use of an eyes-free interaction concept. Due
to the low cost of switching between devices (i. e., users
onlyneed to shift their visual attention), thedevices are co-
dependent – meaning that STREAM cannot be controlled
by one device alone.

STREAM addresses the loss of context when switch-
ing between AR and tablet visualization (C1) by provid-
ing a seamless transition interaction, thus reducing men-
tal demand by merging both the tablet and AR visualiza-
tion.However, due to the co-dependency betweenboth de-

Figure 1: STREAM combines spatially-aware tablets with augmented reality head-mounted displays for visual data analysis. Users can inter-
act with 3D visualizations through a multimodal interaction concept, allowing for fluid interaction with the visualizations. [9].
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vices, STREAM relies on a low cost of switching between
devices (C3). This is further supported by an eyes-free in-
teraction concept, allowing for interaction with the tablet
without requiring the user’s visual attention: Each corner
of the tablet contains a large button that is mapped to a
single action. This is indicated to the user through an AR
heads-up display, facilitating the execution of actions by
touching the corresponding corner while relying on pro-
prioception. However, we observed a legacy bias (C6) dur-
ing periods of eyes-free interaction. Here, users occasion-
ally looked down at the tablet during touch interaction, in-
dicating that they are still used to focus on one device at a
time.

4.2 ReLive: Asynchronous use of
heterogenous devices

ReLive [8] bridges the gap between visual analytics ap-
proaches on the desktop and immersive analytics ap-
proaches inmixed reality by providing amixed-immersion
visual analytics framework for exploring and analyzing
mixed reality user studies (see Figure 2). ReLive com-
bines two heterogeneous device classes – used asyn-
chronously [10] – for complementary analysis workflows.
On the one hand, the desktop interface allows for an ex-
situ analysis, as the devices excel at precise controls, pro-
vide a high-resolution display, and use familiar 2D visu-
alizations suited for viewing aggregated data. In addition,
users benefit from a cross-compatible environment as well
as malleable components, allowing users to use the key-
board for programming their own components (cf. compu-
tational notebooks). On the other hand, a VR HMD com-
plements the desktop view for in-situ analysis. Here, the
VR view allows users to immerse themselves in the study

and look at the data within its original environmental con-
text. The immersion, egocentric navigation, and stereo-
scopic visionmake this environment ideal for viewing and
exploring 3D data. However, since users cannot use both
devices at the same time, ReLive has no dependency be-
tween both devices. As a result, users can complete the en-
tire task on either device, reducing the amount that users
need to switch between devices.

Due to its device combination, ReLive exhibits a signif-
icant cost of switching between devices (C3), which is mit-
igated by making both components independent, yet syn-
chronized. However, despite this synchronization, users
still experienced a loss of context in terms of spatial mem-
ory when switching between environments (C1). In addi-
tion, while visualizations are implicitly synchronized be-
tween desktop and VR, we aim to further investigate more
explicitly linking content (C1), for example by investigat-
ing cross-reality linking and brushing techniques. Lastly,
ReLive makes a design tradeoff that employs 2D menu in-
teraction in VR instead of more embodied interaction to
guarantee for a consistent user experience across devices
(C4).

4.3 When tablets meet tabletops:
Collaboration with homogeneous
devices

In this work [26], we studied collaborative sensemaking
activities using personal tablets and a shared tabletop.
Here, we combined two homogeneous devices for com-
plementary collaborative sensemaking activities (see Fig-
ure 3). The tablets act as private space, where each user
can search, read, and annotate documents independent
of their partner’s activity, facilitating loosely coupled ac-

Figure 2: The ReLive mixed-immersion tool combines an immersive analytics virtual reality view (left) with a synchronized non-immersive vi-
sual analytics desktop view (right) for analyzing mixed reality studies. The virtual reality view allows users to relive and analyze prior studies
in-situ, while the desktop facilitates an ex-situ analysis of aggregated data. [8].
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Figure 3: Our collaborative sensemaking environment allows users to individually work with their personal tablet and share their knowledge
on a shared interactive tabletop (A). To investigate the meaningfulness of this complementary interface, we studied the influence of the size
of the shared space (B–D) [26].

tivities. As collaborative sensemaking activities can be de-
scribed as mixed-focus collaboration, where individuals
constantly transition between individual and shared ac-
tivities (i. e., coupling styles), we purposefully added a
shared devices for collaborative activities: Here, users can
share their gained information, spatially arrange it, and
use it as a starting point to discuss solution approaches
with each other. To this end, we closely investigated the
effect of the size of a shared tabletop on user’s interaction,
their communication, and awareness during cross-device
mixed-focus collaboration. However, collaboration is just
encouraged, but not enforced. Potentially, each user can
solve the task on their own, with minimal or no usage of
the shared space at all. This is further supported by the
lack of dependency of the incorporated devices – it is only
necessary to read documents on the individual tablet, the
shared tabletop can be regarded as optional.

We addressed multiple challenges with our multi-
device sensemaking tool: To support collaborative sense-
making activities, the two components of the system (per-
sonal tablets and shared space) needed to be seamlessly
connected. Here, we carefully designed the interfaces to

reduce the cost of switching (C3) between them. While it
was possible to transfer content bidirectional between the
personal and shared space, it was also possible to directly
send a document to the partner’s tablet. We used color-
codings to indicate each participant’s activities, which fa-
cilitated linking content (C1). Further, the spatial arrange-
ment on the tabletop was visually highlighted by drawing
convex hulls around the clustered items. Thiswas possible
by encircling the items or by lifting them in or out. Color-
coded bookmarks further supported the continuity of user
representation (C5).

4.4 Cross-device collaboration in VR:
Collaboration with heterogeneous
devices

This work explores the heterogeneous cross-device collab-
oration between ahandheldVRdevice (i. e., awindow into
a virtual world) and a fully-immersed VR HMD [15]. The
HMD user is embodied by a human-sized avatar (see Fig-
ure 4 (A)), reflecting their ability to move via natural loco-

Figure 4: Supporting heterogeneous cross-device collaboration in VR through a handheld device and a head-mounted display. (A) Hand-
held user can create and highlight building blocks through their touchscreen interface, to guide the onlooking HMD user (orange humanoid
avatar). (B) HMD users can manipulate objects (e. g., scale a cylinder) directly with their hands [15].
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motion and manipulate objects with their virtual hands.
In contrast, the handheld user is represented as a floating,
box-shaped head (see Figure 4 (B)) to allow collaborators
todiscern theuser’s directionof gaze. This enables interac-
tionwithdifferent levels of immersion, hardware availabil-
ity, and mobility, supporting scenarios where not all users
have access to a full VR setup. In this work, the comple-
mentarity stems from the different roles given to the HMD
and handheld user, which are based on their specific de-
vice characteristics: The HMD user is responsible for 3D
object manipulation, as this benefits especially well from
3D spatial input. In contrast, the handheld user can act as
consultant, as this user can easily access real-world arti-
facts (e. g., blueprints) and easily switch between egocen-
tric navigationandassuming theHMDuser’s point of view.

This scenario allows us to reflect on two challenges.
First, it highlights the continuity of user representation
(C5) for collaboration. Due to asymmetric devices (i. e.,
handheld and HMD), different modes of non-verbal com-
munication must be considered. Both users are displayed
as an avatar regardless of the device, allowing for a consis-
tent representation between users. Second, to favor each
device’s strength, there is a tradeoff regarding the con-
sistency of user experience (C4), which may lead to addi-
tional confounding factors andmay complicate communi-
cation (e. g., sharing interaction hints).

4.5 Proficiency-aware interfaces: Combining
implicit and explicit interaction
techniques

In our approach, we explored how a system can become
aware of the user’s language proficiency. The display can
provide content in different languages. Using gaze track-
ing the viewing and reading pattern of the user is cap-
tured and analyzed. Based on this implicit input, an ap-
propriate content representation is chosen [12]. This sys-
tem is an example of a proficiency-aware user interface [11]
based ongaze. This approach canbe extendedbeyond lan-
guages (e. g., observing gaze patterns on manual tasks or
while playing music) and also to other physiological sig-
nals such as EEG. Here we consider the complementarity
of content, its presentation, andwith this, the complemen-
tarity of implicit and explicit interactions. Instead of hav-
ing different options available to the user and requiring a
manual switch, we created a system to do this implicitly.
This adaptation is a basis for creating the experience of
natural interaction of a system that offers an interaction
that is tailored to the user and feels appropriate, without
explicitly selecting.

This combination of implicit and explicit interactions
highlights the importance of attention awareness and
adaptation (C3). This does not only include that the in-
teractive system provides different contents that can be
adapted and visualized based on implicit user input, but
also the gathering of user information (e. g., gaze move-
ments) in an unobtrusive way.

4.6 Multimodal interfaces: Input and output

In the applications above, we showed different examples
of interfaces in which information was presented mainly
visually. However, in some cases we can enhance the rep-
resentation of data by incorporating other sensory chan-
nels, such as audition or touch. A multimodal approach
to data representation is especially advantageous when
we need to specify several dimensions associated with the
data, (e. g., a quantitative measure and the uncertainty
associated with it [6]). Yet, by only presenting complex
pieces of data visually, we run the risk of overloading the
representation, which may negatively impact the user’s
ability to derive a meaningful interpretation of the infor-
mation. Leveraging multiple sensory modalities for differ-
ent data dimensions instead allows us to isolate and fo-
cus on specific aspects of the data while also being able
to maintain an awareness of overall informational coher-
ence. Since different aspects of data are presented via sep-
arate perceptual channels, multimodal interfaces are in-
trinsically complementary. Users can attend simultane-
ously to various fields of data without needing to switch
focus between devices or visualization windows (C2). De-
pending on the given application, devices dedicated to
each sensory modality can be combined to meet specific
representational requirements. For a multimodal repre-
sentation to effectively convey the desired information, de-
signers must take into account the underlying characteris-
tics of the sensorymodalities targetedby the interface (C6).
Mapping spatio-temporal properties to a specific sensory
channel can provide a more intuitive, straightforward ap-
proach to conveying information. For example, given the
high spatial resolution of the visual system compared to
the other channels, a visual representation is the most ap-
propriate for presenting spatially organized data. In con-
trast, the auditory system is the least suitable candidate
for mapping such spatial information, since its resolution
is limited in this domain. Yet, data sonification can take
advantage of the auditory system’s much higher tempo-
ral resolution [21], for example by representing properties
that quickly change over time using modulations in pitch
or volume. Moreover, the assignment of a certain dimen-
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sion to a feature of multisensory representation is often
and necessarily arbitrary. While some arbitrary mappings
are widely used to the point that they have become con-
ventional in visual representations (e. g., high and low nu-
merical values are typically represented with warm and
cold colors, respectively), novel correspondences may re-
quire users to learn the correlations before being able to
use the application [4]. As a result, designers must ensure
that users can effectively interpret the presented informa-
tion with the given mappings.

5 Outlook
Complementarity may play an essential role in the de-
sign of novel user interfaces, resulting in interactions in-
volving several different technologies. In this paper, we
discuss how such meaningful combinations of devices
and modalities – forming a symbiosis of interfaces – con-
tribute towards an increased quality of interaction. We
introduce the term complementary interfaces to describe
these meaningful combinations, highlighting the comple-
mentary roles of each component by taking “advantage
of the strong points of each” [5]. Our notion of comple-
mentary interfaces can be either used as a design frame-
work (e. g., supporting identificationofmeaningful combi-
nations) or an evaluation framework (e. g., explaining and
quantifying effects ofmeaningful combinations). In future
work, we plan to further elaborate and formalize our no-
tion of complementary interfaces, define a design space,
and further address our presented challenges. Ultimately,
we aim to quantify the meaningfulness of the symbiosis
of interfaces by investigating and establishing metrics to,
for example, quantify redundancy and complementarity
of input and output modalities in multi-device ecologies.
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